SMAD PANEL
Technical specifications

TECHNOLOGIES
All products are based on a multi-layer and multi-density assembly.

SMAD “Access”

SMAD “Reference”

Its “double skin” structure integrate heterogeneous
densities of 275 kg/m3, 170 kg/m3 and 40 kg/m3. Giving
to it maximum performance for minimum weight and
thickness.

SMAD “Reference” is an optimized version of
technologies used in “Access”.

SPECIFICATIONS

ACCESS

REFERENCE

COVERING

Suede on the front

Suede on the front and the side of
the panel for a perfect finish

DIMENSIONS

L X W X D = 400 x 400 x 9 mm

L X W X D = 400 x 400 x 17 mm

Specific bonding techniques coupled to a system of
integrated frame guarantees the best stability of the
product in time, both in absorption and appearance

TECHNOLOGY

Multi-layered and multi-density

Multi-layered and multi-density
with honey comb structure

ASPECT

DENSITIES

75 kg/m3, 170 kg/m3 et 40 kg/m3 75 kg/m3, 170 kg/m3 et 40 kg/m3

HANGING

Velcro or adhesif (for structureborn noise absorption)

Velcro

WEIGHT

150 g

325 g

SMAD panel is covered with a suede look fabric
(like alcantara). Available standard colors are black,
anthracite gray, light gray and light beige. Other colors available on request and according to quantities.

INSTALLATION
PYT panel can be hang on wall just in few seconds.

PRESENTATION

Felt back side version:

SMAD

SMAD panel is designed to improve room acoustics.

APPLICATION AREAS

It can be fixed everywhere in your house thanks to its
fast fixation system. Totally “plug & play”

The back panel is loop-like (velcro) over its entire
surface. It is possible to hang it everywhere thanks to
the adhesive pads (velcro hook) provided.

SMAD is a panel who have been design
for the requirements of any Hifi listening room, studios, and auditoriums…

SMAD panel is very discreet and aesthetic. It is very
thin (only 9 or 17 mm, it depends on models). It is
covered with high-quality suede fabric. It will easily
find its place in your modern or classic interior.

It is made to have good result easily
and fastly.

ADVANTAGES
Good looking and discreet
Plug & play and modular
As effective as classical acoustics
panel
Lightweight

SMAD panel is very efficient too! With its multilayered and multi-density technologies, it offers a
very good first-rate absorbing properties.
Its innovative design makes it a product that is both
effective on the absorption of vibrations of a support
(solid) and the absorption of sound waves (air).
The SMAD range is divided into two products:
“Access” is the perfect compromise between
performance and discretion, and “Reference”, which
offers the best in performances and aesthetics.

The addition of a double multilayer structure
incorporating a honeycomb interface allows to
increase bass absorption performance.

The panel also has a built metal eyelet in its back.
This allows to hang it with small pin provided (in soft
enough wall like plasterboard or wood) without any
risk of damaging a surface that is more fragile with
the adhesive pad (wallpaper for example). Any type of
small nail or screw can be used.

Felt back side version is compatible with corner
frames and flat screen TV hangers.
Adhesive back version:
Back is adhesive with 3M acrylic pressure sensitive
adhesive system that offers balance of initial adhesion
and good holding power, it presses itself at some
instants on any clean surface (no dust).

CLEANING
The imitation suede received an anti-smudge
treatment.
You can use some lukewarm water if the need is,
never use solvents.
Avoid any rubbing support to keep the best aspect of
the product.
No hoover. Favor sticky brush for clothes.

Note:
The information contained in this document are only
for general information. As methods of use and
application are beyond our control and given the
diversity of listening conditions specific to each. A
commitment to responsibility for the final result can
not be granted.
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